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The recent discovery of triply degenerate points (TDPs) in topological materials has opened a new
perspective toward the realization of novel quasiparticles without counterparts in quantum field theory.
The emergence of such protected nodes is often attributed to spin-vector-momentum couplings. We show
that the interplay between spin-tensor- and spin-vector-momentum couplings can induce three types of
TDPs, classified by different monopole charges (C ¼ �2, �1, 0). A Zeeman field can lift them into Weyl
points with distinct numbers and charges. Different TDPs of the same type are connected by intriguing
Fermi arcs at surfaces, and transitions between different types are accompanied by level crossings along
high-symmetry lines. We further propose an experimental scheme to realize such TDPs in cold-atom
optical lattices. Our results provide a framework for studying spin-tensor-momentum coupling-induced
TDPs and other exotic quasiparticles.
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Introduction.—Topological states of matter [1,2] provide
a fertile ground for discovering new quasiparticles in
condensed matter physics, such as Weyl [3–19] and
Dirac fermions [19–25], which were originally predicted
in high-energy physics and recently observed in solid-state
materials [26]. In topological semimetals, Weyl and Dirac
points correspond to two- and fourfold degenerate linear
band crossing points, hallmarks of relativistic particles with
half-integer spins. Remarkably, the recent discovery of
triply degenerate points (TDPs) [27–39] in semimetals has
opened an avenue for exploring new types of quasiparticles
that have no analog in quantum field theory. Such TDPs
possess effective integer spins while preserving Fermi
statistics and linear dispersions.
Generally, the linearly dispersed quasiparticles near band

degeneracies can be described by Hamiltonians with a spin-
vector-momentum coupling ∼k · F, where F ¼ ðFx; Fy; FzÞ
is a spin vector. A degenerate point acts like a magnetic
monopole in momentum space with a topological charge C
determined by the quantized Berry flux emanating from the
point. In this context, a TDP with F ¼ 1 behaves like a
three-component fermion with C ¼ �2. However, it is well
known that a full description of any large spin with F ≥ 1

naturally involves spin tensors up to rank 2F. For instance,
there exist six rank-2 spin quadrupole tensors Nij ¼
ðFiFj þ FjFiÞ=2 − δijF2=3 for F ¼ 1, in addition to the
three vector components Fi (i ¼ x, y, z). Therefore, two
questions naturally arise. Can spin-tensor-momentum cou-
plings produce novel types of TDPs with distinct topological
properties? If so, how can such novel TDPs and associated
spin-momentum couplings be realized in realistic systems?
In this Letter, we address these two important questions

by showing that two novel types of TDPs can emerge from

the interplay between spin-vector- and spin-tensor-
momentum couplings, and cold-atom optical lattices pro-
vide an attractive platform for their realizations. We call the
TDPs described by the spin-vector-momentum coupling
type I [27–39] and the TDPs induced by spin-tensor-
momentum couplings types II and III. Here are our main
results. First, the three types have different topological
charges: C ¼ �2, �1, and 0 for types I, II, and III,
respectively. A Zeeman field can lift them into Weyl points
with distinct numbers and charges.
Second, the topological transitions between different

types, accompanied by level crossings along high-
symmetry lines, can be achieved by tuning the relative
strengths of spin-vector- and spin-tensor-momentum cou-
plings. By constructing a minimum three-band lattice
model, we display different types of TDPs in the bulk
and their exotic Fermi arcs at the surface.
Third, since the type-II and type-III TDPs have not been

discovered before, we propose the first experimental
scheme for realizing type II and required spin-momentum
couplings using cold atoms in an optical lattice. Spin-
vector-momentum coupling is crucial for many important
condensed matter phenomena, and its recent experimental
realization in ultracold atomic gases [40–51] has provided
a highly controllable and disorder-free platform for explor-
ing topological quantum matter. In cold atoms, spins are
modeled by atomic hyperfine states, and a spin with F ≥ 1
can be naturally obtained. By now, various types of spin-
vector-momentum coupling for both spin 1=2 and spin 1
have been proposed and realized [40–54]. A scheme for
realizing a spin-tensor-momentum coupling of spin-1
atoms has also been proposed recently [55], with ongoing
experimental efforts [56]. Our scheme is built on these
experimentally available setups [50,53] and may even pave
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the way for identifying solid-state materials with our novel
types of TDPs.
Triply degenerate points.—As a direct extension of a

twofold degenerate Weyl point described by H ¼ k · σ, the
simplest TDP should be described by H ¼ k · F, with the
spin-1 vector F [27–39]. The band structure around such a
TDP is shown in Fig. 1(a), with a flat band located at the
center and linear dispersions along all directions for the
three bands. We label the band indices n for the lower,
middle, and upper bands as −1, 0, and 1, respectively.
The corresponding wave function for band n is denoted as
jψnðkÞi. The topological property of the TDP can be
characterized by the first Chern numbers

Cn ¼
1

2π

I
S
ΩnðkÞ · dS; ð1Þ

where S is a closed surface enclosing the TDP andΩnðkÞ ¼
∇k × hψnðkÞji∇kjψnðkÞi is the Berry curvature of band n.
For H ¼ k · F, ΩnðkÞ ¼ −nk=k3, yielding Cn ¼ −2n for
the three bands. The monopole charge C can be defined as
the Chern number of the lower band, i.e., C ¼ C−1. Thus,
this simplest TDP has C ¼ 2 and behaves as a momentum-
space monopole carrying two monopole charges.
Novel types of TDPs can emerge when spin-tensors are

also considered. Since a constant spin-tensor perturbation
∼Nij would break the threefold degeneracy of H ¼ k · F,
the stabilization of novel TDPs with linear dispersions
requires the coupling of spin tensors with momentum. For
general linear Hamiltonians with HðkÞ ¼ −Hð−kÞ, the

property ΩnðkÞ ¼ Ω−nð−kÞ dictates Cþ1 ¼ −C−1 for the
upper and lower bands, and C0 ¼ 0 for the middle one.
Moreover, it can be proved that jCnj ≤ 2 for such linear
Hamiltonians [58]. Therefore, the monopole charges for
TDPs can only be �2, �1, and 0, indicating that all
possible TDPs can be classified into three types: type I with
C ¼ �2, type II with C ¼ �1, and type III with C ¼ 0.
All three types of TDPs can be illustrated using the

following simple model [58]:

HðkÞ ¼ kxFx þ kyFy þ kzðαFz þ βNijÞ; ð2Þ

where the spin tensor Nij is coupled to kz. By choosing
different types of spin tensors and tuning the relative
strength of the spin-tensor-momentum coupling β=α, we
find that (i) the three spin tensors Nxx, Nyy, and Nxy do not
change the monopole charge C ¼ �2 of the type-I TDP,
(ii) the tensor Nzz induces a C ¼ �1 TDP for jβj > jαj ≠ 0,
dubbed type II and depicted in Fig. 1(b), and (iii) the tensor
Nxz or Nyz induces a C ¼ 0 TDP for jβj > 2jαj ≠ 0, dubbed
type III and depicted in Fig. 1(c). Markedly, the energy
dispersions are linear around all three types of TDPs.
Type-II TDPs.—Type-II TDPs can be induced from the

type-I ones by choosing Nij as F2
z ¼ Nzz þ 2

3
in Eq. (2).

Since the additional spin-independent term 2βkz=3 does not
affect the eigenstates or any topological transition, we use
F2
z instead of Nzz for a better presentation of our results. To

study the transition between type-I and type-II TDPs due to
the competition between spin-vector- and spin-tensor-
momentum couplings, we fix β ¼ 1, vary α, and calculate
Cn numerically using Eq. (1). As exhibited in Fig. 2(a), the
lower-band Chern number C−1 (the monopole charge)
changes from 2 (type I) to �1 (type II), and then
to −2 (type I) with decreasing values of α.
The topological transitions can be understood by the

band crossings [58] along the kx ¼ ky ¼ 0 line, as sketched
in Figs. 2(b)–2(e). Note that the Chern number of each band
has two contributions from the kz < 0 and kz > 0 branches

FIG. 1. (a)–(c) Band structures of three types of TDPs in the
ky ¼ 0 plane for model (2). (a) Type I with α ¼ 1 and β ¼ 0.
(b) Type II with α ¼ 1, β ¼ 2, and Nij is chosen as F2

z . (c) Type
III with α ¼ 1, β ¼ 3, and Nij ¼ Nxz. (d)–(f) Splittings of three
types of TDPs due to a Zeeman perturbation εFz with ε ¼ 0.05.
(d) Type I splits into two linear Weyl points with C ¼ 1 and one
double-Weyl point [57] with C ¼ 2; note that β ¼ 0.5 is used
instead of 0. (e) Type II splits into two linear Weyl points with
C ¼ �1, and one double-Weyl point [57] with C ¼ 2. (f) Type III
splits into four linear Weyl points with C ¼ �1.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

FIG. 2. Phase transitions between type-I and type-II TDPs by
tuning α while fixing β ¼ 1 in Eq. (2). (a) Chern numbers as
functions of α for the lower (dashed blue), middle (dotted green),
and upper (solid red) bands. (b)–(e) Band structures along the
kx ¼ ky ¼ 0 line with α ¼ 2, 0.5, −0.5, and −2, respectively. We
have labeled the Chern contributions of each branch: þ1 (the
solid magenta lines), −1 (the dashed cyan lines), and 0 (the dotted
black lines).
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in the surface integral of Eq. (1): C ¼ Ckz<0 þ Ckz>0. When
α > 1, the spin-vector-momentum coupling kzFz domi-
nates and model (2) is adiabatically connected toH ¼ k · F
(type I with C ¼ 2); the contributions from the two
branches of the lower band are Ckz<0 ¼ Ckz>0 ¼ þ1, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). With decreasing values of α, the kz < 0
(kz > 0) branch of the lower band rotates clockwise
(counterclockwise) in the E − kz plane. At α ¼ 1, the
middle band crosses simultaneously with the kz < 0 branch
of the upper band, and the kz > 0 branch of the lower band.
After the band crossing, as shown in Fig. 2(c), the lower
band consists of two branches, with Chern contributions
Ckz<0 ¼ 1 and Ckz>0 ¼ 0, yielding a type-II TDP with
C ¼ 1, which is consistent with the numerical results.
With further decreasing α values, another level crossing
occurs between the middle band and the kz < 0 (kz > 0)
branch of the lower (upper) band at α ¼ 0, as shown in
Fig. 2(d). This crossing changes C from 1 to −1, and the
resulting TDP is still type II. A third band crossing occurs at
α ¼ −1. For α < −1, all bands are totally reversed com-
pared to the α > 1 case, as shown in Fig. 2(e), and the TDP
is of type I, with C ¼ −2.
Type-I and type-II TDPs can be broken into different

twofold degenerate Weyl points in the presence of pertur-
bations. With an additional Zeeman term εFz (ε ≪ 1)
to Eq. (2), the eigenspectrum of the total Hamiltonian
shows that both types of TDPs are broken into three nodal
points located at W� ¼ (0; 0;−ε=ðα� βÞ) and W3 ¼
ð0; 0;−ε=αÞ [58], as illustrated in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e).
The first two at W� are linear Weyl points, which have the
same charge C ¼ 1 for type I (jβj < jαj), but opposite
charges C ¼ �1 for type II (jβj > jαj) [58]. The third node
at W3 is a multi-Weyl point [57] with C ¼ 2, whose
dispersion is linear in the kz direction but quadratic along
the other two directions due to the indirect couplings
between the lower and upper bands by Fx and Fy.
Splittings of TDPs can be understood using Fig. 2

with the small Zeeman field effectively lifting the
middle band. For type I in Fig. 2(b), the horizontal
band would cross the two branches with the same Chern
contributions, resulting in two linear Weyl points of the
same monopole charge. Apart from the two linear Weyl
points, there still exists a twofold degenerate point with
C ¼ 2. By contrast, type II in Fig. 2(c) has a different
configuration of energy levels, and the horizontal band
would cross the two branches with opposite Chern
contributions, leading to two linear Weyl points carrying
opposite charges.
Surface Fermi arcs.—For a 3DWeyl semimetal, it is well

known that a Fermi arc exists in the 2D surface Brillouin
zone connecting two projected Weyl points with opposite
charges [5]. In the above discussions, we have seen that
there exist TDPs of opposite charges for both type I and
type II. Therefore, it is important to examine and compare
their surface consequences. The coexistence of TDPs with

opposite charges can be best illustrated by the following
minimal model on a cubic lattice:

HðkÞ ¼ Fx sin kx þ Fy sin ky þ t0ðFz þ βF2
zÞ

× ðcos kx þ cos ky þ cos kz − 2þ γÞ; ð3Þ

which hosts two TDPs at k ¼ (0; 0;� arccosð−γÞ) for
jγj < 1. As displayed in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the band
structure of model (3) with γ ¼ −0.5 features two TDPs
at ð0; 0;�π=3Þ. Around the two TDPs, the Hamiltonians
can be expanded as H�ðδkÞ ¼ δkxFx þ δkyFy ∓
ð ffiffiffi

3
p

t0=2ÞδkzðFz þ βF2
zÞ to the linear order. The above

effective Hamiltonian has the standard form of model (2),
and the higher-order corrections would not affect the
topological properties. Therefore, the two TDPs belong
to type I for jβj < 1 and type II for jβj > 1.
To reveal and compare the surface hallmarks of the two

types of TDPs, we impose a semi-infinite geometry with a
(110) surface in our calculation. The surface Brillouin zone
is expanded by ðk−; kzÞ with k− ¼ ðkx − kyÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. Since

the middle band occupies most of the surface Brillouin
zone at zero energy, we calculate the surface spectral
density Aðω; kÞ ¼ ImGðiω; kÞ=π [27] at a finite ω in
order to distinguish the surface and bulk states. Here, G ¼
ðiω −HÞ−1 is the single-particle Green’s function. For
type I, there are a pair of Fermi arcs, and each emanates
from one projected TDP and ends at the other, as illustrated
in Fig. 3(c). This clearly demonstrates the double monopole
charges of type-I TDPs. For type II, the two projected
TDPs are connected by only one Fermi arc, as depicted in

FIG. 3. Bulk band structures with TDPs and (110) surface
spectral densities with Fermi arcs of model (3). (a),(c) Type I with
C ¼ �2 and two surface arcs. (b),(d) Type II with C ¼ �1 and
only one surface arc. In both cases, two TDPs appear at
ð0; 0;�π=3Þ, and each projected node is marked by its monopole
charge. In our calculation, γ ¼ −0.5, ω ¼ 0.25, and t0 ¼ 0.5 are
used; β ¼ 0.5 is used in (a) and (c), and β ¼ 1.5 in (b) and (d).
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Fig. 3(d). This agrees well with the single monopole
charges of type-II TDPs.
Type-III TDPs.—The spin tensor Nxz or Nyz in model (2)

can induce the topological transition of a TDP from type I
to type III. Here, we use Nij ¼ Nxz and α ¼ 1 to illustrate
the transition [58]. The TDP is of type I for jβj < 2 and
type III for jβj > 2. At jβj ¼ 2, the bands cross along two
lines kz � kx ¼ ky ¼ 0, as shown in Fig. 4(b). At one of
these two line nodes, e.g., kz − kx ¼ ky ¼ 0, the band

energies are found to be −βkz=2 and ðβ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
32þ β2

p
Þkz=4.

Clearly, at β ¼ 2 the upper (lower) and middle bands cross
at the kz < 0 (kz > 0) branch. The band crossing of the
other line node is rather similar. Because each band
crossing changes the Chern number by 1 and the crossings
along the two lines are in the same branch, the Chern
number must be changed by 2, as shown in Fig. 4(a),
yielding a transition of the TDP from type I with C ¼ �2 to
type III with C ¼ 0.
Although a type-III TDP has vanishing Chern numbers,

it can exhibit nontrivial topological properties after break-
ing into linear Weyl points [58] in the presence of a small
Zeeman field, as depicted in Fig. 1(f). There exist four Weyl
points with C¼�1 located at ðkx;kzÞ¼ (�βε=ðβ−2αÞ;
2ε=ðβ−2αÞ) and (� βε=ðβ þ 2αÞ;−2ε=ðβ þ 2αÞ) in the
ky ¼ 0 plane. From the above discussions, we can see that
the three types of TDPs have different patterns of Weyl
points after splitting, which results in distinct surface states
since the surface Fermi arcs can connect only two Weyl
points of opposite charges. Therefore, while for type I
the Fermi arcs connect only Weyl points originating from
different TDPs, for type II and type III there may exist
Fermi arcs connecting the Weyl points originating from the
same TDP. These features may be used to identify TDPs of
different types.
Experimental realization and observation.—The type-II

TDPs can be realized by coupling three atomic hyperfine
states (e.g., the 62S1=2 ground-state manifold of a 133Cs
atom: g1 ¼ j4;−4i, g0 ¼ j3;−3i, and g−1 ¼ j4;−2i) using
Raman beams in a spin-dependent square lattice [58]. The
three states are used for mimicking the spin-1 degree of

freedom, and the proposed scheme is based on techniques
used in the recent experimental realization of 2D Rashba
spin-orbit coupling for spin 1=2 in optical lattices [50].
The atom-light interactions include two crucial parts. One
part is used for generating the spin-dependent square
lattice potentials Vg�1

∝ ½sinð2k0xÞ þ sinð2k0yÞ� and Vg0 ∝
½− sinð2k0xÞ − sinð2k0yÞ� in the x-y plane with one laser
beam [53]. In the tight-binding limit, the gþ1 and g−1
components stay on the same lattice sites. The other
part is used for inducing the required spin-momentum
couplings between the three hyperfine states, which can be
achieved by adding another three Raman beams ER1;R3

¼
ER1;R3

e∓ikmz½x̂ cosð2k0yÞ ∓ ŷ cosð2k0xÞ� and ER2
¼

ER2
eik1zðix̂þ ŷÞ. The resulting Raman couplings between

g�1 and g0 are M�1;0 ∝ eiðk1�kmÞz½cosð2k0xÞ � i cosð2k0yÞ�
[50,58]. Because the spatially dependent phase factors
contain both spin-vector and spin-tensor components,
they would produce both spin-vector- and spin-tensor-
momentum couplings ∼kzðk1F2

z þ kmFzÞ in a chosen
gauge. A careful analysis of the tight-binding model on
the square lattice shows that the band structure contains two
TDPs, located at (0,0) and ðπ; 0Þ in the kx-ky plane at a
constant kz, similar to the case of model (3). Around these
TDPs, the effective Hamiltonians have the standard form of
Eq. (2), with the emergence of spin-tensor-momentum
coupling. Type-II TDPs require jk1j > jkmj, which is
naturally realized here since k1 ≈

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2m þ 4k20

p
in our

scheme [58].
The linear band dispersions and the threefold degeneracy

of a TDP may be detected experimentally using the
momentum-resolved radio-frequency spectroscopy [66],
as demonstrated in recent experiments for 2D spin-orbit
coupled atomic gases through spin-injection methods
[45–48]. Moreover, when the atomic gas is confined to a
hard wall box potential similar to those realized in recent
experiments [67,68], surface Fermi arcs would emerge at
the boundary, which may also be observed using momen-
tum-resolved radio-frequency spectroscopy.
Discussions.—We have proposed and demonstrated

that the interplay between spin-vector- and spin-tensor-
momentum couplings can induce two novel types of TDPs
possessing distinct topological properties (e.g., Chern
numbers, breaking into Weyl points, surface Fermi arcs,
etc.) from the already discovered type-I TDP in solid-
state materials. In particular, our proposed spin-tensor-
momentum coupling mechanism should open a broad
avenue for exploring novel topological quantum matter,
and our results have already showcased two prime exam-
ples, i.e., the type-II and type-III TDPs.
Our results may motivate further theoretical and exper-

imental studies of TDPs and other novel topological matter.
Although our proposed experimental scheme is for cold-
atom optical lattices, similar type-II and type-III TDPs may
also be found in some solid-state materials in certain space

FIG. 4. Phase transitions between type-I and type-III TDPs by
tuning β while fixing α ¼ 1 in Eq. (2). (a) Chern numbers as
functions of β for the lower (dashed blue), middle (dotted green),
and upper (solid red) bands. (b) Band crossing at the two
transition lines with β ¼ 2.
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groups by first-principles calculations [69] and angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy experiments.
Moreover, we note that a type-I TDP has recently been
experimentally realized in the parameter space of a super-
conducting qutrit [70], where the type-II and type-III
TDPs may also be realized similarly. Finally, although
we focus on the spin-1 rank-2 tensors for the purpose of
studying TDPs, there exist higher-rank spin-tensors for
higher spin systems, whose couplings with momentummay
give rise to nontrivial topological matter with unprec-
edented properties.
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